
 
How Do You Know If You’re  
Ready for a Change? 

Implementing a new software platform requires a significant investment 
— of time, money, and effort. How do you know when it’s time to 
make a change? That depends on many factors. For both your existing 
and potential new software, what benefits can you expect to realize? 
What are the associated costs of change — and of doing nothing? No 
single answer holds true for everyone, so this white paper provides 
considerations and guidelines to help you identify whether you’re a 
good candidate for a move to MicroStation.
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If you’ve used AutoCAD for any length of time, then you’ve put 
a lot into it. Your company has invested money; you’ve invested 
intellectual resources. You’ve explored the features, and learned 

the ins and outs. You’ve grown familiar with the software and can 
get it to do what you need it to, for the most part. 

Once you’ve put all this money and effort into mastering one CAD 
application, why would you even consider changing to another? 
There are a variety of reasons: Perhaps you are advancing to work-
flows, such as building information modeling (BIM), that demand 
new capabilities; you’re dissatisfied with the time required to com-
plete certain tasks; or changes in licensing and pricing are making 
AutoCAD less attractive financially. 

For some AutoCAD users, the benefits of switching to a new ap-
plication, such as MicroStation, will justify the costs of making a 
change. For others, it may not be worth the effort and investment 
needed to switch; they’re better off staying put. But how can you 
determine whether you should be thinking about switching — or 
even just adding MicroStation to diversify your CAD software 
investment? And what are the costs of not changing? To answer 
these questions, start by taking a clear-eyed look at your current 
situation. 

Step 1: Determine if AutoCAD Is Holding You Back
Some of the burdens associated with any software — such as the 
financial costs — are obvious, and easy to calculate. Others require 
closer inspection. 

Ownership costs. When comparing the prices or fees charged for 
software applications, keep in mind that the option to choose 
between perpetual (purchase) and subscription (rental) licenses 
gives your company more flexibility in when costs are incurred and 
whether they are classified as operational or capital expenditures. 
Autodesk no longer sells perpetual licenses; Bentley Systems, the 
developer of MicroStation, offers both perpetual licenses and sub-
scriptions of varying lengths. 

File interoperability costs. Other costs are not so obvious. For 
example, AutoCAD users can face a hidden cost of interoperability 
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obstacles when moving data between versions or titles of  
Autodesk products that use different file formats, necessitating 
time-consuming and error-prone work-arounds and data transla-
tion. The opposite is true of MicroStation and other Bentley Sys-
tems tools, which have been developed on a common platform so 
they “speak the same language,” and include authentic RealDWG 
and Revit RFA support to eliminate interoperability barriers. Any 
work completed in MicroStation can be moved on to Bentley’s 
design and analytical modeling applications for building, civil engi-
neering, plant, and other disciplines — and back again — without 
a hitch.  
 
Upgrade burdens. New software features can be a huge productiv-
ity boost, but implementing upgrades can be time- and labor- 
intensive, so organizations often use the same version for a few 
years to minimize disruption. Bentley supports the best of both 
worlds by releasing incremental MicroStation updates every 3–4 
months with a simple update installer that allows you to get  
the latest version with a push of a button and take advantage of 
the newest productivity enhancements immediately — if you’re  
ready. 

Autodesk customers, conversely, are forced to upgrade to new ver-
sions shortly after they are released. What is the risk when you’re 
working on projects that may span 3, 5, or even 10 years? Bentley 
lets you use whatever version of the software you need, for as long 
as you need to.  

As a bonus, MicroStation CONNECT Edition allows users to learn 
from within the design environment, and even recommends tools 
and discipline-specific workflows — reducing the time and risk of 
getting new users up to speed, and ensuring that all team mem-
bers continually improve their skills.

Drawbacks of software development priorities. Decreased vendor 
focus on a product is another way that software users can miss out 
over time. You might already be feeling the effects of Autodesk’s 
growing emphasis on developing industry-specific software tools, 
such as Revit and InfraWorks, at the expense of AutoCAD. Bentley, 
on the other hand, doesn’t have to make such trade-offs, and all 
customers benefit from enhancements to the common software 
platform.  
 
The cost of falling behind. And of course, there is a trend toward 
advancing into BIM workflows across a wide spectrum of disci-
plines. Is the answer to abandon your CAD solution and force 
users to move to BIM-specific software? If you don’t, do you run 
the risk of losing out on new work because you can’t meet client 
requirements? Will you miss out on the opportunity to improve 
your team’s productivity and software expertise? If you are losing 
money, wasting time, or missing out on business opportunities be-
cause of AutoCAD’s limitations, now is the time to explore making 
a change — your competition already is.

 

 

Upgrade on  
your schedule;  

use your version  
of MicroStation  
for as long as  

neccessary. 
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Step 2: Determine Whether MicroStation  
Is Suitable for You
If the writing on the wall indicates that it is indeed time for your 
company to look beyond AutoCAD, the next step is to understand 
whether you and MicroStation will make a good match. As you 
read through the following questions, consider how many of these 
factors apply to your situation. 

Do you …

• juggle multiple projects, coordinating input from a variety of 
contractors, clients, and other outside collaborators? Micro-
Station makes it easier to keep track of project-specific files 
and apply standards consistently with a project-centric environ-
ment, standards management and checking tools, and support 
for a comprehensive range of file formats and data types that 
you can open, reference, import, save, and export. In addi-
tion, cloud-based transmittal management services help ensure 
you’re always delivering the right files to the right people.

• require the ability to extensively customize your software 
workflows? MicroStation features advanced handling of ex-
tended attribute data, universal database connection support, 
a customizable user interface, and support for VBA, .NET, C++, 
and C#. If you don’t work out-of-the-box, you have a robust 
range of options to make the software support your unique 
workflows.

• need sharable network licenses? You may face a surcharge for 
sharing AutoCAD licenses, but there is no incremental cost to 
share MicroStation licenses among users in the same country. 
Bentley’s SELECT subscribers also have a wide range of ad-
ditional unique licensing options, including quarterly term 
licensing, where they can use as many licenses as needed at any 
time, and can be easily billed for that use at the end of each 
quarter at an advantageous subscription rate.

• regularly take on projects that are demanding due to their 
large size or complexity? MicroStation is more stable than 
AutoCAD when handling large data sets, and better equipped 
to conquer the interoperability challenges that inevitably arise 
in large projects, easily integrating multiple file formats from 
CAD, BIM, and geographic information systems (GIS). In addi-
tion, MicroStation’s mesh, solid, and surface capabilities enable 
users to create geometry of any complexity.

• have evolving needs that would benefit from access to new 
software titles? Bentley Systems subscription customers can  
periodically “rebalance their portfolios,” exchanging licenses 
for different software titles without an extra cost. Custom-
ers can reallocate their perpetual license investment once a 
year, and can choose an entirely new mix of software titles 
and quantities each time, provided the new mix of perpetual 
licenses is the same total current list price value.

• already work frequently in 3D, or need to transition to more 3D 
workflows? Although AutoCAD offers some 3D capabilities, it 

“Does our 
company require 

customized 
workflows? 

What are our 
licensing needs? 

And how do 
we handle 

visualizations?”
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is primarily a 2D application. MicroStation’s 3D modeling capa-
bilities are more extensive and easier to use.

• produce your own project visualizations? While AutoCAD 
visualization capabilities are fairly limited, Autodesk does offer 
more powerful and complex products in its portfolio, such as 
3ds Max — but that carries additional costs, and requires weeks 
to learn. MicroStation comes with both its built-in rendering 
and animation capabilities and also includes a license for  
LumenRT, a real-time visualization product that’s easy enough 
for any architect, engineer, or drafter to master in minutes. It 
also has interoperability with Bentley’s Vue visualization soft-
ware as well as providing support for Autodek’s 3DS and OBJ 
formats.

• frequently work with geospatial data like federal, state, or 
local maps, SHP data, KMZ, GeoTIFFs in a wide range of co-
ordinate systems? Although you can import this data into 
AutoCAD, it’s up to you to transfer it to a common coordinate 
system and place it in your model in exactly the right spot. 
MicroStation allows you to automatically snap any geospatial 
data in any one of hundreds of coordinate systems into its pre-
cise position automatically without the risk of errors.

If you answered “Yes” to most of these questions, then Micro-
Station may well be the right solution for you. For a more in-depth 
exploration of your workflows and geometry needs, take the  
“CAD Software Change Assessment” quiz.

On the other hand, MicroStation may provide more capabilities 
than you need if your company ...  

• tends to work through one project at a time.

• uses CAD software “out of the box,” without customization.

• typically takes on projects that are straightforward and similar 
to previous designs, rather than being unique each time. 

• doesn’t incorporate much engineering data in designs.

• works primarily in 2D and doesn’t need more 3D functionality.

If you intend to stay with 2D, consider switching from AutoCAD to 
MicroStation PowerDraft. Built to work alone or as part of a BIM 

As you investigate your software options, keep in mind that a full switchover 
of all CAD seats in your company from AutoCAD to MicroStation or PowerDraft 
is not mandatory. Many companies prefer to ramp up slowly by replacing 
a few seats at a time, or even to keep all their AutoCAD seats and simply add 
new seats of Bentley software as their business grows. This diversified approach 
mitigates the risk of changing applications, doesn’t interrupt project delivery, 
and enables companies to provide a wider range of CAD and BIM services. It’s 
also a way for companies who are less certain about their need for a change to 
test the waters before committing to a full-scale move. 

Switching — or Diversifying?

 

 You  
don’t have to 

change all your 
seats, or switch  

all at once.
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workflow, PowerDraft provides complete 2D drawing, annotation, 
and layout functionality and even supports the ability to open 3D 
models, point clouds, and reality meshes to produce project deliv-
erables — all at a fraction of the cost of AutoCAD.

Step 3: Determine the Cost to 
Implement MicroStation 
Implementing a new software application will entail a variety of 
costs, including the licenses themselves, support, and training. And 
if customization is required, that will incur an additional cost.

Although the exact numbers will be different for every company, 
you can start creating an estimate with the help of these resources:

• Bentley’s online store provides the current price for a Micro-
Station perpetual license. License and support costs for Micro-
Station are comparable with prices for AutoCAD; they vary by
region and include tiered volume discounts. There are a wide
range of options from perpetual licenses to quarterly and an-
nual subscription licensing, as well as enterprise subscriptions.

• To estimate the costs of professional training and learning
time, try this Labor Costs Calculator.

• Check system requirements to determine whether your existing
hardware or operating system will need an upgrade.

• To help defray the cost of switching, Bentley is running a pro-
gram called You Have a Choice. This enables owners of perpet-

» For companies that work primarily in 2D, PowerDraft is likely a better choice than MicroStation. It provides complete
2D drawing, annotation, and layout functionality.
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ual AutoCAD licenses to receive credit for their current value 
toward the purchase of MicroStation perpetual licenses. 

Step 4: Determine the Cost of  
Staying with the Same Software 
To calculate the cost of doing nothing — that is, staying with your 
current software — start with what you pay for licenses. Be sure to 
check Autodesk announcements so you can factor any forthcoming 
price increases into your calculations.

Next, calculate how much time you are losing by using work-
arounds or inefficient workflows. To convert this to a dollar 
amount, multiply the wasted time by the number of people  
affected by their hourly rate. For example, if six people in the  
department are each spending just 10 minutes per day on file for-
mat conversion problems, that can total $1,530 per month!

If your current software hinders business growth, its “costs” can be 
tremendous. Does your current software performance and scal-
ability support the size and complexity of jobs you want to be able 
to deliver? Did you have to pass on a $15 million project last year 
because you didn’t have the capabilities and collaborative infra-
structure in place to complete the job successfully? Look not only 
at work you have missed out on, but also how your competitive-
ness may degrade in the future if you retain your current software. 

Step 5: Determine Your Next Move
To help you understand more about the costs and benefits of  
moving from AutoCAD to MicroStation, refer to the online  
Switching Center from Bentley Systems and Cadalyst for articles, 
videos, and other resources. Ultimately, to make an informed deci-
sion about what’s right for you, you should try the software your-
self. You can request a free trial of MicroStation to test it out for 
14 days, or request a free trial of PowerDraft.

Bentley Systems provides architects, engineers, constructors, and 
owner-operators with comprehensive architecture and engineering 
solutions for advancing infrastructure.

For more than 30 years, Cadalyst has delivered insight and advice 
to help our readers optimize the software and hardware that 
power CAD workflows. 
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